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Why some individuals get sick more easily? 

Why is treatment succesful only in some 
individuals? 

Why are some individuals more prone to 
adverse effects?  

Simple but important questions in 
medicine 



The Problem 

  Every year, adverse reactions to 
drugs possibly kill 100,000 American 
patients. 

  Over 2 million people have serious 
reactions to medication 

 'One-size- fits-all' medication 
can be dangerous 



It's a frustrating realty of modern 
medicine — doctors know the drugs 
they prescribe don't work for all  



Solution? 

 Target drugs to  
individuals based on their 

genetic makeup 



“Personalised medicine may be defined 
as “a medical model using molecular 
profiling technologies for tailoring the 
right therapeutic strategy for the right 
person at the right time, and determine 
the predisposition to disease at the 
population level and to deliver timely 
and stratified prevention”. 
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Translational Research 

The application of research findings in one domain 
of study to another, (usually broader) domain. 
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Electronic Medical Records and Genomics 
(eMERGE) network 

  “If you have a lot of phenotypic information and 
genetic information, and it’s easy to have access to 
this database, you know there is the practical risk 
that some intelligent hacker might be able to figure 
out somebody’s identity by combing this 
information,”  

  Chisholm from eMERGE 



Translational Medicine 

  Diseases predicted by genes 

  Effectiveness of prevention 

  Diseases indicated by activation 

  Appropriate testing 

  Drug dose, toxicity and 
interactions 

  Drug effectiveness 



ARE	  WE	  READY?	  

Next 
Generation 
Sequencing 



P.M. 





………will also push genomic discoveries 
back into the EMRs to support clinical 
decisions…… 



“”That’s six billion letters of information. No 
physician is going to look at six billion letters 
and say” 



We need to develop new solutions to 
provide physicians with a clinical decision 
support.  

For example, if a pop-up on an EMR could 
inform a physician that his patient has a 
genetic variant that affects the processing of 
a particular drug, the physician could then 
use an alternative drug, increase the dosage 
of that drug, or do nothing. 







What are the anticipated benefits of 
PM?  

  More Powerful Medicines  
  Better, Safer Drugs the First Time  
  More Accurate Methods of Determining 

Appropriate Drug Dosages  
  Advanced Screening for Disease  
  Better Vaccines  
  Improvements in the Drug Discovery and 

Approval Process  
  Decrease in the Overall Cost of Health Care  



     “Its far more important to know 
what person the disease has than 
what disease the person has”   

     Hippocrates 


